“Can You See Beyond this Room?”
Magical Acts, Feminist Futures
BY LAURA LEVIN

Figure 1. Women's March on Washington, January 21, 2017. CC photo courtesy of Mobilus In Mobili on Flickr.

Jess Dobkin’s The Magic Hour, a performance piece on women, trauma, and transformation,
closed on January 21, 2017 after a successful two-week run, the culmination of a multi-year
residency at The Theatre Centre in Toronto. On this same day, over three million women took
to the streets in the historic Women’s March on Washington to protest the inauguration of
US President Donald Trump and the alarming threat to civil rights that his rise to power poses
(Fig. 1). The urgency of Dobkin’s feminist performance work could not have been more apparent
at that precise historical moment, as women from all over the globe marched in solidarity
against a world leader who regularly engages in vicious body shaming and boasts about sexually
assaulting women, a leader who ran on a platform to defund women’s health programs and
punish them for making their own choices about their bodies, reproductive health, and futures.
The problem of conceptualizing feminist futures is, imagistically and politically, at the centre of both The Magic Hour and
the March. The poster for the show presents Dobkin as a fortuneteller (Fig. 2), staring into a crystal ball and divining the future,
a mise-en-abyme showing time as something we hold in our
hands … or more precisely, as a scene where two selves, dressed
in radiant purple organza, attempt to clasp hands across time, each
eluding the other’s grasp. This cross-temporal reach anticipates
the exercises in magical, future-oriented thinking that viewers
encounter in the show, crystallized in questions that fade in and
out, at once the questions of the inquisitive child, the self-help
Figure 2. Jess Dobkin in The Magic
survey, and the spiritualist: “Where do you come from? Where
Hour at The Theatre Centre, 2017.
Photo by David Hawe.
are you going? What happens next? Are we there yet?” 1
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Figure 3. Women's March on Washington, January 21, 2017.
Photo by Kevin Mazur/WireImage. Courtesy of Getty Images.

The question “Are We There Yet?”, this sense of uncertainty with respect to precisely
where we are (the now) and where we’re going (the future), chimes with both anachronistic
and futuristic feminisms performed at the Women’s March. I’m thinking here about images
of time lag—such as the arrival of suﬀragettes holding signs saying “Same Shit Diﬀerent
Century”; or protesting bodies dragged involuntarily through time, “My Arms Are Tired of
Holding This Sign Since the 1960s”; or an Indigenous reversal of the patriotic present’s gaze:
“1492-2017: Still Accepting Immigrants.” I think of even more tricky time-based conjurings—
like the numerous arrivals of Princess Leia, a heroine from the now distant past (formerly
played by an actor just now deceased), but also, now, the past’s vision of the distant future.
Leia glowers on placards, between severe futuristic hair buns, calling on women to “Join the
Resistance” and to topple the evil right-wing empire (Fig. 3). Or consider the sudden ominous
appearance of women in red cloaks and white caps, reviving the dystopian future of Margaret
Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale—a future imagined in 1985—where religious fundamentalists
and bigots take over, stripping women of civil and reproductive rights, executing all bodies
marked queer, and shipping religious minorities and non-whites to the colonies.
What happens when we acknowledge that we are living in their then (the future),
which was also present, preﬁgured, in their past? How might grappling with the fraught
process of becoming futured—as Harvey Young puts it, “the evolving present viewed from a
past perspective”2 —serve a queer feminist politics? Here, I am riﬃng on Vikki Bell’s claim
that feminism is “becoming historic, and this both in the sense that it has been a signiﬁcant
force in the twentieth century and more profoundly, in the sense that its happening cannot
be grasped, giving ‘feminists’ the enunciative ground for saying ‘we,’ even as the historic
quality of what occurs [what they take part in] is never present.”3 So too, Leia’s look resonates
with Dobkin’s futured look, a look that will be present in the future to those who will look
2
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Figure 4. Jess Dobkin in The Magic Hour at The Theatre Centre, 2017. Photo by Dahlia Katz.

back, making the phrase Leia is peering over on one of the most photographed placards at
the March adamantly reversible. “History has its eyes on you,” the placard says (here also
cheekily quoting the meta-historical musical Hamilton); it is looking at us, now. Yet, as we are
in the process of becoming futured, we also have, or will have, our eyes on them, then.
I will circle back to these questions of “becoming futured” at the end of this essay (Fig. 4).
Now, I want to begin again by noting another crucial point of intersection between The
Magic Hour and the March, one which oﬀers a diﬀerent way of thinking into the problems of
feminist temporality. The historical collision of these events is hardly coincidental: each in
its own way was a direct response to the systemic nature of sexual violence—its ongoingness
made explicit at the March through the resurrection of the handmaids of Gilead and in a sea
of pink hats, a pointed retort to the president’s indiscriminate (and, it would seem, culturally
sanctioned) pussy grabbing. Both respond to—and, indeed, projecting forward to the then-now
of the #MeToo movement, anticipate—the formidable groundswell of voices in North
America calling to end the silencing of sexual abuse victims, to eradicate the stigma and shame
associated with bringing personal trauma to light. At the same time, they resonate with a
parallel move among feminists to expose the social nature of women’s experience, to discover
how sexual violence becomes “a culture”—as Sara Ahmed puts it, “how it works as a network,
a web of inﬂuences; a set of practices that we are supposed to accept as how things are because
that is the way they were.” 4
But what do these shifts actually mean for those who have experienced sexual trauma?
What does it mean to narrate trauma publicly in performance, to give an accurate “account”
of what one has experienced,5 to call others to account, and to account for the self that those
accounts have produced? These questions resonate with the embodied wager implied in the
March—an act of coordinated, mass assembly which, for theorists like Judith Butler and
Alana Gerecke, is always also a delineation of insides and outsides, a tenuous choreographic
4
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Figure 5. Jess Dobkin in The Magic Hour at The Theatre Centre, 2017. Photo by Dahlia Katz.

act of “self-naming.”6 To move in solidarity, we also have to come to a tacit agreement about
who we are, where we’ve been, and where we’re going. Or do we? Who is that “we”? Is a fully
transparent account of the self (my story) and women’s traumatic experience even possible?
Dobkin entangles us in the messiness of these temporal, spatial, and political questions
from the moment we are invited into The Magic Hour, as she greets us in the lobby before we
enter the theatre space proper (Fig. 5). Invoking a convention now commonly used at the
outset of shows dealing with sexual violence, the audience receives a trigger warning for the
diﬃcult material that will follow … though this warning feels clumsy, performing its uncertainty
about how to prepare us for that future experience:
Thank you for coming. I’m so glad you’re here. There will be some bright
lights, some sounds, some fog, some personal memories, some smells and
some discussion of mature subject matter tonight. Consider yourselves
“Trigger Warned” that there will be some dancing. If you have ever seen me
dance—or if you’ve suffered an experience of seeing really bad dancing—or
if you are a bad dancer—then my dancing might trigger you. I don’t wish to
give it all away. There should be some reveal—but this is the performance art
presentation of a theatrical convention—where we break the artiﬁce and
spoil all the fun.7
The moment that follows is equally awkward. The artist steps onto a Lazy Susan at the centre
of the room. She spins herself around and around, inelegantly and with much effort, until
finally… poof! Her hand bursts into ﬂame.
6
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This opening sequence, the ﬁrst in a series of magic acts performed by Dobkin, sets up
the critical space of the show, placing the act of retrieving and transmitting personal memories
ﬁrmly within the frame of theatre. We learn that the “mature subject matter” will be staged
through the overt use of theatrical conventions (bright lights, sound, a fog machine, ﬁre),
through disparate performance genres (dance, performance art, magic show), and, intriguingly,
through the cooperation of the theatre space itself. As Dobkin notes in one of her script’s
evocative stage directions, the lobby is explicitly arranged to ﬂaunt its theatre-ness: “There is
a large rectangular table draped with a white polyester tablecloth, [which] displays the theatre’s
promotional materials alongside a glass vase of noticeably artiﬁcial ﬂowers…. The lobby is
dressed in costume, performing the role of ‘LOBBY.’” 8
The apparatus of production is put on display—even treated as character—to pose
The Magic Hour’s central question: how does one go about narrating experiences of trauma?
As Dobkin explains, “For me it has been a question of why sexual violence is framed as story.
It relates to the feminist movement’s appeal, ‘Women, tell your story!’ and the experience of
going to ‘Take Back the Night’ events where importance is placed on ‘testifying.’ Then, there is
the question of what it means to frame these experiences that way. In my case, is being raped
a story? Or coming out as a lesbian … is that a story—a coming out story? Or is it a series of
events, or an identity?” 9 In other words, the storying of personal traumatic experience implies
a particular dramatic structure. The practice of testifying or truth-telling often dramaturgically
requires a jubilant, coherent female self to magically appear as the satisfying end to a linear
narrative. The truth-teller moves from disempowered past to empowered feminist future.
If the show begins with a botched trigger warning, and a theatre lobby dressed to show
itself as such, it is precisely because Dobkin wants to ask: how is traumatic experience theatrically storied, and, more urgently, when is it mis-recognized as “story”? Dobkin tackles
these questions through a series of experiments where she attempts—and repeatedly fails—
to restage her experience of sexual trauma through an endless array of performance forms:
as an interpretive dance, Broadway musical, gymnastics ﬂoor routine, academic lecture,
stand-up comedy (Fig. 6), puppetry, magic show,
and more. Performativity guru J.L. Austin might
call Dobkin’s vaudevillian experiments “misﬁres”:
performative acts meant to produce what they
name, to bring about a change in the world (like
the uttering of “I do” at a wedding), but which fail
because the “accepted conventional procedure” for
carrying them out is bungled in some way. To steal
Austin’s unintentionally campy, but in this case
utterly appropriate, wording: misﬁres are acts in
which “we muﬀ the execution of the ritual, with
Figure 6. Jess Dobkin in The Magic Hour at
The Theatre Centre, 2017. Photo by Dahlia Katz.
more or less dire consequences.” 10
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This logic of misﬁre—or muﬀ-based dramaturgy?—shapes every one of Dobkin’s acts.
When she performs as a stand-up comic, she appears, incongruously, inside of a large yard
waste bag. And her set is hardly funny, progressing from bad one-liners to oﬀ-colour jokes
about child abuse: “I read a story in the newspaper the other day about a father who paid his
daughter for sex. I know, I was absolutely disgusted. What kind of daughter charges her own
father?” 11 When Dobkin appears as an academic lecturer, ready to deliver a theoretically
dense feminist analysis of her personal history, the lecture never materializes. She stands
uncomfortably at a podium (actually a music stand) and holds index cards (which she nervously shuﬄes). Dobkin prepares us for the delivery of her brilliant “academic investigation,”
reassuring us that she has done serious research, has real talking points, and can even produce
“a Judith Butler quote” ( … if she can ﬁnd it).12 She winds us up … and then fails to deliver,
moving directly to a Q&A and hurling her index cards into the air.
What, then, do we make of a show that promises to say something about sexual violence
—promising forward motion, narrative progress, future triumph—but keeps misﬁring at the
moment of the big “reveal”? Interestingly, this performative fumbling has sometimes stymied
reviewers, hinting at how accustomed we have become to viewing sexual trauma as a legible,
chronologically organized story. For example, NOW Magazine critic Susan G. Cole’s review
evokes words like “mystery,” “opaque,” and “loosely structured” to describe The Magic Hour; Cole
tells us that the show has something to do with “sexual assault” and “various male obsessions”
but then ultimately doesn’t take a step further to understand what the non-narrative structure
might have to do with the content. “Some of it is frankly baﬄing,” she writes dismissively, but
then goes on to reassure future viewers that “Jess Dobkin is inﬁnitely watchable. So it almost
doesn’t matter what she’s doing.” 13
In what follows, I want to insist that, in fact, what Dobkin is doing does matter, and
that her failure to deliver a coherent autobiographical story of sexual trauma—one that
progresses from painful past to feminist future—
is precisely The Magic Hour’s point, precisely where
its most interesting and urgent feminist work is
located. If the show asks us to engage with a “performance art presentation” of a set of “theatrical
conventions,” this is another way of telling us to
look beyond representation (what is being “said, or
presented as “story”) and ﬁnd meaning in the how
of enactment. (Fig. 7) Dobkin stumbles in and out
of genres, invokes a memory and then retreats, and,
yes, dances on the “baﬄing” edges of legibility. Her
choreographies of failure, of forgetting, and of the
ﬂop are the hallmarks of a queer feminist politic
Figure 7. Jess Dobkin in The Magic Hour at
that deﬁes dominant ways of performing the self
The Theatre Centre, 2017. Photo by Dahlia Katz.
Dobkin, The Magic Hour, 184.
Dobkin, The Magic Hour, 187.
13 Susan G. Cole, “Jess Dobkin runs, dances and evokes mystery in The Magic Hour.” NOW 13 January 2017,
https://nowtoronto.com/stage/theatre/jess-dobkin-runs-dances-and-evokes-mystery-in-the-magic-hour/.
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Figure 8. Jess Dobkin in The Magic Hour at The Theatre Centre, 2017. Photo by Dahlia Katz.

in neoliberal culture, resonating with what Jack Halberstam has inﬂuentially dubbed “the
queer art of failure.” For Halberstam, this mode of performance seeks out “ways of being and
knowing that stand outside of conventional understandings of success” 14 — refusing to buy
into liberal humanist narratives of progress and conform to heteronormative structures.
“From the perspective of feminism,” Halberstam argues, “failure has often been a better bet than
success. Where feminine success is always measured by male standards, and gender failure
often means being relieved of the pressure to measure up to patriarchal ideals, not succeeding
at womanhood can oﬀer unexpected pleasures.” 15
Put diﬀerently, when Dobkin “muﬀs” the execution of one of her acts, she is not simply
being “mysterious,” or “entertaining.” 16 She is pushing against the expectations we bring to
feminist performance—to the ways women account for, or give an account of, the self—as
well as the process of weaving trauma and temporality into those stagings. So how do these
muﬀs work? First, they resist the heroic structure of “recovery” narratives17 that present
trauma solely through virtuosic testimony and tales of overcoming. Here, a performer becomes
empowered through the successful rendering of her past as compelling and chronological
story—a story that allows trauma to be left in the past and transcended. Dobkin takes aim at
this therapeutic and progress-based model through her struggle to inhabit forms that depend
on the virtuosic display of skills: from tap dancing, to Olympic gymnastics, to reality-defying
magic acts. As we watch Dobkin try to “pass” in each diﬃcult-to-master form, working hard
to make her execution look graceful and eﬀortless, we are reminded of the signiﬁcant (often
invisible) labour that is required to pull oﬀ the illusion of triumphant, post-traumatic identity.
She troubles this seamless staging by exposing the intrinsic awkwardness of re-enactment,
showing us an adult who can only revisit the traumatic past by improbably performing child.
This is clear when she returns to the 1970s of her childhood and re-enacts (Fig. 8) the 1976
American cup ﬂoor routine of Olympic child-gymnast Nadia Comăneci. Her stage directions
14
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make clear that re-enactment is always an enactment of impossibility, self-recovery always
a clumsy courting of failure: “Jess in the too-small leotard poses, prances, leaps and twists.
None of it is graceful. All of it is laughable.” 18
In images like this—where we have an adult performer miming a child miming an adult
performer—Dobkin’s work resonates with critiques of linear time that have become central
to queer theory and trauma studies. As Ann Cvetkovich explains in An Archive of Feelings,
trauma narratives often follow a melodramatic linear structure, rehearsing the fantasy of “an
easily identiﬁable origin” 19—a discrete traumatic event that produces the self—and, relatedly,
the fantasy that “the trauma survivor will ﬁnally tell all and receive the solace of being heard
by a willing and supportive listener.” 20 As viewers, we are conditioned to anticipate this
cathartic staging of traumatic origin—waiting throughout the piece for the “big reveal.” We
assume the moment has arrived when Dobkin conscripts the audience into performing a
re-enactment of an event from her childhood. She sets the scene: “It’s suburban Chicago in
1976. And it is winter, so record snowfall, deep snow. Bicentennial, nuclear testing, space race,
oil shortage, energy crisis.” Then, she proceeds to cast us in what we can only assume will be a
disturbing re-enactment. Handing out vintage dolls (to be used as uncanny puppet vehicles
for the restaging), each spectator is given a role: one is asked to play her mother, another her
sister; then Dr. Holder, her babysitter, and Mr. Doyle (her “very gay” third grade teacher); and,
ﬁnally, her father. “You can play my father,” she says to the (apprehensive) cast member, hinting
at the key role he plays in this drama of abuse. “It’s a big part! Don’t worry, it’s ok, you’re gonna
be great.” 21 But just as we prepare to endure this re-enactment, and to ﬁnally learn what
“happened” to her, Dobkin swiftly changes course and moves onto another act, unfurling a hot
pink military surplus parachute and transporting us into an entirely diﬀerent memory. Poof!
What failure produces in this disconcerting false start is a challenge to thinking about
trauma as a single melodramatic event. It denies our bearings as witnesses to a “story” (a happening located in a speciﬁc time and place in the past) and redirects spectators to a complex
view of trauma as nonlinear, diﬃcult to verbally articulate, and lodged in unexpected ways in
the everyday. In this respect, Dobkin is more interested in what Cvetkovich calls “the force
ﬁeld around trauma, the low-level ‘insidious’ way that it continues to make itself felt even at
a remove from the experience itself.” 22 The “insidious” or persistent nature of trauma shows
up as diﬀuse, sensate experience throughout the show: in the creepy pin light that encircles
the audience; in the vaguely unsettling, often distorted, 1970s pop songs punctuating the action (like Captain & Tennille’s “Do That to Me One More Time”); or in Dobkin’s ﬂitting in and
out of the light, appearing in front and then suddenly somehow just behind us, an immersive
choreography that plunges us into the spatial and temporal disorientations of memory (Fig. 9).
By distancing trauma from a single originating event that must be recovered, Dobkin
opens up yet another way of reading sexual trauma as insidious—its ongoingness, or persistence within present day social structures. As Cvetkovich notes, “Feminists themselves have
also maintained that one of the hazards of the recovery movement has been a shift from
18
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Figure 9. Jess Dobkin in The Magic Hour at The Theatre Centre, 2017. Photo by Dahlia Katz.

movement politics toward therapeutic culture as the means to transformation that has become
personal rather than social.” 23 Anticipating growing feminist appeals to address the systemic
aspects of sexual violence—epitomized more recently in the collective action of women’s
marches worldwide, and digitally carved into public consciousness through the hashtag
“#MeToo”—she argues: “Once the causes of trauma become more diﬀuse, so too do the cures,
opening up the need to change social structures more broadly rather than just ﬁx individual
people.” 24 Read in this way, Dobkin’s refusal to claim trauma as her story redirects our gaze,
pressing us to consider how sexual abuse is linked to a larger culture of sexism, a set of social
practices here concretized in the genres she performs. It appears in the staging of nubile
child performers like little orphan Annie as objects of possession and erotic spectacle; in the
repulsive misogyny of the typical stand-up routine (or as Trump would call it “locker room
talk”); and in the hyper-sexualization of the magician’s “very lovely – very, very lovely assistant” 25 —the female sidekick who does all the behind-the-scenes work to produce the magical
illusion while receiving virtually none of the credit. Dobkin brilliantly connects this genrebased sexism to a larger culture of sexual violence by restaging the “famous, sensational,
show-stopping, ‘Sawing a Woman in Half’ trick,” 26 an act that presents women as a collection
of disembodied fetish objects—as legs, breasts, and holes, rather than whole persons. But
instead of following the typical score for this magical illusion—producing a cheerful woman
chopped cleanly in half—something has gone horribly wrong. The top half of the assistant’s
body disappears. Poof! Dobkin’s face and torso are covered with an ominous black sack and
we encounter only her lower half. The pair of disembodied legs that greet us do not, like
the lovely assistant’s head, turn to us and smile. They do not titillate. Instead, they drag
themselves around the circle slowly and arduously, a brutal literalization of how sexual
trauma separates mind from sex and gaze from body.
23/24
25/26
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Figure 10. Jess Dobkin’s The Magic Hour at The Theatre Centre, 2017. Photo by Dahlia Katz.

Dobkin goes further in linking personal sexual trauma to national public culture. Once
again implicating the audience, viewers are asked to hold the corners of the pink parachute.
She then pitches several “inﬂatable American patriotic-themed beach balls” onto the tarp and
tells us to ﬂap it, to “keep the balls in the air.” 27 (Fig. 10) As beach balls ﬂy, we listen to a sound
collage of vintage American TV ads: “Hey you got peanut butter in my chocolate … Well, you
got chocolate in my peanut butter! … Felissimo! Two great tastes that taste great together …
Wait till you taste my Margie’s dessert. Dessert, I didn’t make dessert. Instead I made some
fudge ….” In this soundscape, women’s bodies are, once again, presented as (back)ground: they
are both the “little ladies” who make the dessert and they are the dessert to be consumed—
“my Margie.” 28
If Dobkin presents her experience of trauma not as hers alone, this also invites us to
consider who or what else might play a role in its staging. As noted earlier, the lobby is called
upon to perform “lobby” at the outset of the show, its background status magically foregrounded. Similarly, a “large, sparkly metal hook” 29 —designed to announce its hookness—
offers technical support, much like the magician’s sparkly assistant. The yard waste bag ﬂings
open to reveal a riot of ﬂashy Mylar. It dances fabulously in the space. By foregrounding the
material world as co-performer, Dobkin gives a nuanced sense of how the self is shaped by
the external environment. Light and sound do not merely supply the background; as political
theorist Jane Bennett would say, they are “actants” in that they constantly direct our attention.30
In letting more-than-human matter shape the action and assert its presence, Dobkin queers
hierarchies of mattering, turning our attention to the larger ideological contexts in which
certain bodies and materialities come to be viewed as agents, and therefore worthy of attention
and care. This approach reverberates out into the sphere of production. As we engage, and
27
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are engaged by, space, sound, and light, so too is our attention displaced onto the backstage
artists and administrators who co-produce the show’s meaning, and who have shown a
long-term commitment to the creation process through the residency period—Stephen Lawson
(Director), Jennifer Tipton and Michelle Ramsay (Lighting Co-Designers), Richard Feren
(Sound Designer), Atom Cianfarani (Costume Designer), Bojana Stancic (Environment Designer),
sandra Henderson (Production Manager), Laura Cournoyea (Stage Manager), Franco Boni
(Theatre Centre Artistic Director), and Aislinn Rose (TC Creative Producer) … among many
others. Just as traumatic experience is shown to be inescapably social, so too its restaging is
always, and especially in live performance, the product of sustained, durational collaboration.
Performance, as Shannon Jackson reminds us, is not only ephemeral, not only that which
disappears into memory, but an “art of ‘interpublic coordination,’ and, as such, a reminder
that no one can ever fully go it alone.” 31
The “interpublic coordination” of artists, spectators, and material elements provides another resonant way of returning to my argument that what Dobkin is doing is as important
as what she seems narratively to be saying. I think, again, of those bodies that showed up en
masse at the Women’s March to move together in public. Yes, the signs they brandished operate linguistically, telling us why they have joined this action (e.g. “Keep Your Hands and Laws
Oﬀ My Body”). As Butler points out, though, the very act of gathering in live space “signiﬁes in
excess of what is said, and that mode of signiﬁcation is a concerted bodily enactment, a plural
form of performativity.” 32 The coordinated arrival of bodies is itself a political claim, a claim
for an as yet unrealized future, a declaration of the right to occupy public space and lead a life
free from precarity. Likewise, the plural gesture of showing up to stand with and for others is
an embodied assertion of mutual support and refusal of individualized explanations for
larger structural conditions.
The act of coming together in performance is, similarly, a powerful form of public assembly. Signiﬁcantly, the fact of assembling and working together is stressed again and again in
The Magic Hour—from thanking audience members repeatedly for attending (“Thank you for
coming. I’m so glad you’re here.”)33 to seating
them in a circle (an arrangement that demands we witness ourselves functioning as
a group). It includes Dobkin’s choice to enlist
our help with executing specific actions
(re-enacting memories, building the set) and
co-creating the penultimate act: a ritual that
transforms the theatre into a space of philosophical reﬂection and ceremony. The audience is literally bound together through
plastic wrap (Fig. 11), as Dobkin “spins a web,
Figure 11. Jess Dobkin in The Magic Hour at
connecting everyone in the audience.” 34
The Theatre Centre, 2017. Photo by Dahlia Katz.
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Figure 12. Jess Dobkin in The Magic Hour at The Theatre Centre, 2017. Photo by Dahlia Katz.

Sitting inside of this intricate plastic architecture, a Cat’s Cradle of sorts that we keep aloft by
holding strands of the web taut in our hands, we start to get a sense that performing trauma
might not only be associated with pain and with the presentation of self as victim. Instead,
and counter-intuitively, trauma might also be understood as “productive.” For Cvetkovich,
this means “understanding traumatic feelings not as a medical problem in search of a cure but
as felt experiences that can be mobilized in a range of directions, including the construction
of cultures and publics.” 35
Dobkin works with the audience to model this future counter-public—here constructed
as an ephemeral yet decidedly material web of connection (think plastic wrap). This public is
also intimately linked to women’s bodies, a repressed ground of creation. In the ﬁnal ritual,
we sit, not coincidentally, under a magniﬁcent pink tent with a great big hole in its ceiling.
We are dreaming of the future deep within a woman’s body—the material ﬂeshy place where
life begins, but also a cultural space of memory and reproduction, magical thinking and desire.
(Fig. 12) “Welcome.” Dobkin says, locating us in this space: “We come from someone. From
somewhere. Your mother had a child. That child is a child. That child might have a child.…
That child will have a child, that child will have a child, that child will have a child, that child
will have a child, who will know the future. Who will look up at the stardust that is us and say,
‘Remember those centuries, ﬁrst, second, third, fourth, a ﬁve-six-seven-eight, ninth, tenth,
eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, ﬁfteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth, twentieth, twenty-first?’”36 Just as we start to contemplate these children as our
own bodies futured, we start zooming backward, as Dobkin transports us back to the “primordial muck,” to “the ﬂuid where the idea of us was born.” 37 This time travel is dizzying but
further ties us to the material world, accentuated by the glowing bird’s nest she places under
the tent. In the muck, we are futured matter,38 the stardust, the product not of story but of
35
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deep time—millions of years of “chance and change… something you see out of the corner of
your eye.” This language resonates with the more immediate material fact of the show being
staged in a theatre, which is also a site of chance and change—a magical space that transmutes
the real into the fictional, self into character, here and now into then and there. For
philosopher Michel Foucault, theatre is a heterotopic space, always stubbornly itself (in its
material facticity) but also pointing towards an elsewhere, a phenomenal status that means
it is uniquely positioned to help us visualize our enmeshment with material realities while
projecting us into possible futures beyond them.
“Can you see beyond this room?” 39 Dobkin asks us, as we sit in the pink room within a
room, a framing that further marks theatre’s heterotopic function. This may be a spatial way
of voicing the questions posed by women marching in the streets: can you imagine an alternate future? What would change look like?
One response might come in the form of the
simplistic, forward-looking optimism that we
hear in songs like Annie’s “Tomorrow” and
Wizard of Oz’s “Somewhere Over the Rainbow,”
both of which make an appearance in the
show. But these starry-eyed tunes misﬁre
too. As Dobkin tap dances enthusiastically
to “Tomorrow,” she also wears the mask of a
magic show tiger, a captive animal, which
ﬁrst appears hanging suspended inside a cage,
sprouting red hair from a little orphan Annie
wig (Fig. 13). Dobkin describes this tiger as
“tamed but forever wild, majestic but beaten,
always with teeth bared and a crazy look in
Figure 13. Jess Dobkin’s The Magic Hour at The Theatre
her eye.” 40 If you look closely at the tiger’s
Centre, 2017. Photo by Dahlia Katz.
teeth, they form the word “MOM.” Through
this hybrid creature—the caged, beaten tiger-mother atop of the plucky tap-dancing child—
Dobkin presents a composite femininity that reverberates against the sound of “Tomorrow,”
an image that complicates simplistic models of feminist achievement and fantasies of fully
transcending trauma (enter the girl naively gazing up at the stardust and seeing the pain of
centuries past as passed). Follow the look in the wild tiger’s eye and you are more likely to
ask: how have things changed for women since the 1970s of Dobkin’s childhood? Isn’t the
historical collision of the Women’s March and The Magic Hour a stark reminder of the cultural
persistence of sexual violence, rather than its sudden, inexplicable return in the ﬁgure of tiger
taming showman-in-chief? Like the orphan-child-tiger-mother, which displays tomorrow as
hybrid and contradictory, Dobkin dispenses with narratives of change that come too easily,
embracing instead the omnidirectional messiness of temporality embodied in so many strings
of plastic wrap. As Halberstam notes, queer detours from linear time—often the very act of
forgetting or remembering incorrectly—can move away from neoliberal and heteronormative
39
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progress narratives, and free up alternative ways of envisioning the future: “Can we be aware
of change without saying that change has ended everything (the death of …) or that change
has meant nothing (plus ça change …)? Can we recognize the new without discarding the
old? Can we hold on to multiple frameworks of time and transformation at once?” 41
This challenge is essential in our post-post-modern age of “engagement,” an age inﬂuenced by mass public demonstrations around the world (the Arab Spring, Occupy, Black Lives
Matter, One Billion Rising, Women’s Marches), but also by the interactive immediacy of social
media, which too often misrecognizes instantaneous response and political posing as activist
presence. The recent ill-advised commercial put out by Pepsi is the lovechild of these two
forms of engagement, where Black Lives Matter protests are coopted as style, where white
model Kendall Jenner skips out on her fashion shoot to become a brunette, get real, advocate
for change, walk the streets with other activists, artists, and non-white men to appear to be
protesting … something. (The only black woman we really see in the ad gets to hold Jenner’s
wig as she rips it oﬀ before heading to the march.) And all of this ultimately for the purpose
of landing Jenner once again in the centre of attention, posing for the camera, giving an even
better close-up to the Muslim woman photographer who apparently has even less stake in the
protest than this white female celebrity? Here histories of non-white and religious oppression,
even the idea of marching for a more equitable future, fall out of the frame as capitalism
cozies up to protest—a brand performance which imagines change only in one temporal
register, with the slogan “Live For Now,” emphasizing the “one-of-a-kind experience” of
consumption over ongoing struggle.
But, I digress, back to Halberstam’s question: “Can we hold on to multiple frameworks
of time and transformation at once?” And, I would add, what does this look like in performance?
In her ﬁnal magic act, Dobkin takes this speculative leap when she invites us to see beyond
the space of the theatre, conjuring
another site entirely: “Imagine
something. What do you see?
What does it look like? What can it
be? Is there music? Is there dancing?
Is there company? Can I join you?
What happens next? Are we there
yet?” 42 Suddenly, as though summoned through our collective conjuring, we hear Captain & Tennille’s
“Love Will Keep Us Together” playing
in the next room. The doors of the
theatre swing open to reveal a 1970s
Figure 14. Jess Dobkin’s The Magic Hour at The Theatre Centre, 2017.
Photo by Dahlia Katz.
basement dance party (Fig. 14), and
we are invited to join in. The lobby, still performing, greets us warmly, now decked out in a pink
rug and sporting a “handcrafted sculptural mirror ball in the shape of a vulva.” 43 It welcomes
41
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us with party snacks, a punch bowl, and vinyl records waiting to be played. Two nine-yearold girls also appear, dancing “tenderly” in the middle of the room. This extraordinary ﬁnal
sequence—the reveal we’ve have been waiting for!—seems to imply that while trauma may
not be transcended, it can be transformed, altered through the magical act of collectively
imagining ourselves into existence, diﬀerently and much more provisionally. Like the two lips
of the mirror ball vulva, or like the doubled image of two young girls dancing, transformation
unfolds in the space of the multiple, in the slippery and plural performative that shakes loose
any easy certainties about my identity or my story. While the abrupt return to the 1970s may
feel like the ultimate
muﬀ—especially for an
audience that was, just
a moment ago, preparing
to project itself into the
future—it also has the
eﬀect of suggesting that
we are ultimately the
product of the ways in
which we perform our
relationship to time and
space. If marching forward
is a progress towards a
ﬁxed, fully developed, and
normalized identity, then
Figure 15. Jess Dobkin in The Magic Hour at The Theatre Centre, 2017.
Photo by Dahlia Katz.
marching backward —in
44
queer theorist Heather Love’s words, “feeling backward” —is a way of holding onto failed
femininity, the anarchy of childhood, and the pleasures produced by out-dated fragments of
popular culture. Think Farrah Fawcett in a skimpy red swimsuit (a poster that hangs from
the theatre grid), or the sultry voice of Diana Ross singing “Touch Me in the Morning” (which
Dobkin passionately lip synchs (Fig. 15) wearing the pink parachute, as feathers, sequins,
confetti, and Styrofoam packing peanuts fall from the ceiling). These politically incorrect
feminine remains are the talismans of queer feeling and desire, which progress towards the
“new” might short-sightedly discard.
But the dance party is even more complex, shimmying out of the linear logic of before
and after, backward and forward. I am reminded of Elizabeth Grosz’s beautiful writing on
“feminist futures,” and her insight that the “past and the present are not two modalities of
the present, the past a receded or former present, a present that has moved out of the limelight.” She observes: “The past and the present paradoxically coexist; … The whole of the past
is contained, in contracted form, in each moment of the present. The past lives in time. The
past could never exist if it did not coexist with the present of which it is the past, and thus of
every present as the virtual.… The future that emerges is only one of the lines of virtuality from
the past. The past is the condition for inﬁnite futures.” 45 Dobkin oﬀers a vivid and visceral
44
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Figure 16. Jess Dobkin in The Magic Hour at The Theatre Centre, 2017. Photo by Dahlia Katz.

way of experiencing this temporal simultaneity by reintroducing us to our old friend, the
lobby. When we encounter the lobby dressed up as 1970s basement (the lobby presently staged
as past), that space also contains the formerly experienced lobby (the lobby previously dressed
up as “theatre lobby,” as Theatre Centre present). The theatre lobby is futured space, a virtual
past that cohabits with the future; as such, it is never left behind: already in spatial drag, it
is temporally “dragged” into any future perception of the space.
In dissecting this magic trick, my goal is not simply to explain what makes the ﬁnal reveal
so unexpected and mesmerizing. To account only for the performance artist’s ability to dazzle—
to remark only, as Cole does, that “the performance artist is always entertaining” 46 —is, in fact,
to treat her like the “very lovely” assistant and to miss the political meaning behind her labour.
Instead I am trying to get at what is so politically valuable about producing feminist spaces
where we can feel “times touch,” 47 especially at this moment in history where the election of
political leaders like Trump, or indeed the emerging backlash against the #MeToo movement,
imperils gains made by previous “waves” of feminist activists—dragging us, once again,
backwards, and giving the lie to any easy notion of progress. Elizabeth Freeman uses of the
term “temporal drag” to describe what might be gained from defining gender not as an
“identity” constituted in the present, which risks “eras[ing] the passage of time,” but rather as
a series of time-based identifications: Jess Dobkin drags Annie drags Diana Ross drags Nadia
Comăneci. Temporal drag explains how bodies are continually “registering on their very
surface the co-presence of several historically contingent events, social movements, and/or
collective pleasures.” 48 Placing, once again, The Magic Hour alongside the Women’s March on
46
47
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Figure 17. Toronto Women’s March, January 20, 2018 (Women March On: Defining Our Future). Photo by Laura Levin.

Washington—two actions that derive their form from earlier practices (vintage magic shows
and civil rights marches)—temporal drag refers to the “ﬂickering” movement of historical
signs across diﬀerently situated bodies and, in turn, the body’s indebtedness to past movements.49 Carrie Fisher drags Leia drags Rosie the Riveter.
In its choreography of times touching, The Magic Hour implicitly acknowledges the
stubborn persistence of sexism and sexual trauma, and the transhistorical force of anti-feminist backlash that has driven millions of women into the streets. At the same time, it hints at
the queer world making potential that arises from the unevenness of time’s lateral touch. As
we stand in the space of the 2017 Theatre Centre lobby, which is also not-not the space of the
1970s basement party, we sense what Freeman calls the “mutually disruptive energy of moments
that are not yet past and yet are not entirely present either.” 50 As it happens, this might also
describe the awkward, syncopated time of performance, the fact that a performer is always
out of step with her own experience of performing in the present, aware of her own temporal
contingency, of becoming futured. “Am I performing now?” Dobkin asks the audience as she
runs in circles (Fig. 16), chasing after an elusive perception of self-in-time that she can never
reach. “Now am I performing? Am I a performance artist now? Now am I performance artist?
Are we there yet?” 51
In the end of the show, as at the beginning, past, present, and future “rub up against” 52
one another and across multiple bodies and spaces—the friction producing pleasure beside
pain, desire along with discomfort, more bad dancing not less. In the not yet past and not
entirely present, in a party room ﬁlled with mirrored reﬂections and melancholy, cultural
castoﬀs and objects of love, the material signs of time magically transform lost objects and
queer feelings into feminism’s incomplete future. (Fig. 17)
Freeman, Time Binds, 7.
Freeman, Time Binds, 84.
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